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Objective

Techopedia is a technical fest organized by the IEEE SIES GST Student Branch for the
involvement of the student members as well as the development of students under the

guise of fun-�lled and intriguing games and events.

Event Summary

IEEE SIESGST celebrated the eleventh edition of our treasured national-level annual
technical fest Techopedia from 20th to 22nd of February, 2023. ILLUSION: A Glitch in
the Matrix was chosen as the theme to honour Techopedia's triumph over the previous 11
years. A spectacular Opening Ceremony took place on February 20, 2023, to kick o� the
fest. For the Inauguration of Techopedia X we were joined by Mr. Y.S Rao Dean Academics
and R&D - Sardar Patel Intitute of Techonology. Participants were granted the opportunity
to embark on a journey to travel through the challenging idea of glitches and illusions. Our
previous years' themes, Time and Space, comprise the totality of our reality. This year our
participants encounter a glitch which leads to what may be another dimension/reality
where everything is an illusion. Some illusions may not last or lead you back home, but
others just might. This deception of reality sends the participants on a mind-altering
psychedelic adventure where they have to �nd their way back home, a healthy &
competitive environment along with a variety of compelling characters and storylines to
immerse themselves all the while holding �rm to the realm of technical reality. Various
technical and non-technical approaches were integrated with this narrative and rewards
were granted out to the chosen few who stood above the rest. The entire fest consisted of 4
events in total viz. Squabble, Inquisitive, Mysti�cation, Cold War. All the events were an
absolute hit from the participants’ standpoint. The event received a total registration count
of 1500 and the on-day participation count was 1013 participants as a cumulative of all
events.This fest was concluded with a Closing Ceremony on the 22th of February, 2023.
And an o�ine Closing Ceremony was conducted with the entire team in o�ine mode later.



The marketing team managed to fetch 7 sponsors for this year's Techopedia, which is an
exceptional number. The top performers from all the events were allocated with exciting
cash prizes and certi�cates.

Dignitaries present for the event:

● Dr Satyanarayana - TIFR, Past Chair, IEEE Bombay Section
● Dr Munir Sayyad - Reliance Jio
● Mr. jayamohan Nair - CGM ONGC
● Prof. Dattatray Sawant - Mukesh Patel Institute of Management and Technology.

Chair, SAC, IEEE Bombay Section
● Mr. Saurabh Soni - Chair, SIGHT IEEE Bombay Section
● Mr. Jibin Sabu - Chair, Membership Development Committee, IEEE Bombay

Section
● Mr. Y.S Rao - Dean Academics and R&D - Sardar Patel Intitute of Techonology

Sponsors:

❖ Title sponsor - IEEE MTTS. The grand success of our event is largely attributable
to the support provided by IEEE MTTS by sponsoring the technical fest, and we are
extremely grateful to them.

❖ Technical sponsor - IEEE Bombay section. We are very thankful to IEEE Bombay
Section for consistently supporting all of the events conducted throughout the year.

❖ Food sponsors - Baskin Robins, Belgian Wa�e, Arya Foods, Yummy Chinese
Corner, Jai Mata Di Juice Centre, Akbar Juice Centre, Cafe Creme.

❖ Educational sponsor - Learn while travelling

❖Other sponsor - Kamal Creations



EVENT DETAILS

❖ Squabble: It was a National Level Debate competition and a platform where the
participants showcased their oratory skills with a technical perspective which
consisted of group discussion and one-on-one debate with time limitations.
Debating was made lively by introducing twists throughout the game. The game
does a great job of introducing the topic of glitch. For speaking on the issue in
round 1, two teams were united into one team, and for speaking against the
topic, two teams were combined into one team. The participants were already
aware of the themes, and during this round, certain images were presented on
which they had to base their arguments. The third round was performed in a
highly professional manner and was based on graphic forms that determined the
issues that were available to interpretation. The judges' question and answer
session with the competitors wrapped up the �nal round. The winners of this
event are Raviraj and Milan and the runner up were Deep Panchal and Iris Soj. A total
of 50  teams of two people participated on-day.





❖ Inquisitive: It was a National level Quiz competition where the participants got
to validate their cerebral capacity by engaging in quizzes on the occurrences,
technologies, advancements and a�airs from all over the world. This year event
followed the theme of Illusion and glitches in the world. The question were based
on general knowledge but task and the twist in event followed the constraints of
the theme. To make quiz challenging and thrilling participants were made to
perform task to continue playing the quiz. In second round the participants had
to apply encryption key to decode the quiz before they could answer it and key
was also obtain through performing tasks. In the �nal round of inquisitive
participants were given a grid of question in which they had the liberty to choose
the category of the question and the points alloted to it. This event was won by
Atharva and Raj Nimbalkar, while the runners-up were Shantanu and Nischay. A
total of  77 participants took part in this event.





❖ Mysti�cation: The game was an epic journey full of challenges. Mystification
was all about one's ability to crack solutions for their problems. A team of 2
members that set out on their journey by deciphering clues and tackling several
technological obstacles. They encountered both power-ups and drawbacks along
the path and the teams were evaluated based on how long it took them to
accomplish the goal. The top 12 teams quali�ed to the �nale round, which



featured some intriguing twists and turns and took the �nalists through the
ultimate trip of the game that is Mysti�cation. A total of 96 teams participated in
the event.





❖ Cold War: This event was the grand �nale of Techopedia XI where the winners
and runner-ups of all the previously aforementioned events took part in and
competed to claim the prestigious title of Techopedia winner. A total of 6 teams
with 2 players each were selected for the commencing rounds of Cold War with a
prize pool of x amount for the winning team. The major schematic decided
behind each round of Cold War was chosen to be around a technical skill set such
as programming or electronics at a rudimentary level which could allow
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IMPACT ANALYSIS

This technical festival aimed to provide participants a well-rounded education by
imparting them a wide range of skills. Our goal has always been to provide a platform
where everyone can showcase showcase their di�erent talents by taking part in our
events, which are expertly designed to maximise the potential into each part-taking. For
the eleventh edition of Techopedia which was conducted o�ine after a course of 3 years,
the team decided to navigate through a plethora of illusions and glitches to enhance our
perception of reality and problem-solving skills. Each year, the team comes up with
something interesting and creative. The team successfully ran 4 unique national level
events this year. Through these events, the festival explored the participants' wide range
of abilities, including speaking, ideation, curiosity, intelligence, judgement, intuition
etc. The IEEE SIES GST SB aims to enhance technical expertise through a more
engaging and enjoyable approach that welcomes everyone. The amount of individuals
the team has reached through this festival and IEEE, as well as the positive feedback the
team has received, continues to inspire them to come up with brand-new initiatives
every season. A team of 87 people worked together to bring IEEE to greater heights as
part of the Techopedia XI organising committee.


